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Don’t confuse activity with results! The most important facet of analysis is that it is cyclical, and that cycle should end in the arrest of
a suspect and begin with the exploitation of that suspect’s knowledge. If you are not actively working to dismantle a network through
targeted arrests, then you may just be collecting useless data on criminals. In this paper we discuss universal pathways that all analysts
can take to successfully keep this cycle going and render criminal networks ineffective.
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Figure 1. The cyclical nature of analysis
All analysts deal with information, and it is their ability to analyze this information that determines their rate of success. Things like
financial records and past arrests are pieces of information that can seem completely disconnected, but by physically mapping out these
data points, an analyst can analyze the information, identify network members, determine hierarchies, examine group dynamics, and
help devise strategies to disrupt networks.
When evaluating intelligence value, analysts should consider the type of intelligence and the source. Here are some considerations
about the main sources of intelligence:

Human
Intelligence (HI)

HI is the oldest form of intelligence and can be the most valuable when it is accurate. When evaluating
the accuracy of HI an analyst must take into consideration the placement, access, motivation,
suitability, susceptibility and accessibility (PAMSSA) of the source. A source may be a janitor at a
suspect company and have placement in every single room of the building, but does he have access
to any sensitive information within the network? Always consider motivation, because humans lie,
and sources are more likely to support their own agenda and have their own personal interests in
mind, and not the investigation. Is your source an ex-wife? Is it a low-level guy inflating his position
for his own vanity? When looking at HI run through each component of PAMSSA to determine the
value of this intelligence.

Signals
Intelligence (SI)

SI can be phone conversations, texts, Snapchats, Twitter postings, Facebook updates and many other
things collected either overtly or covertly. It is widely considered to be more accurate than HI but
again remember: Humans lie. You can have a text indicating your suspect is going to bed, but maybe
he sent that to his girlfriend as a lie so he could go to a bar. When evaluating SI think of your suspect’s
pattern of life (POL). Does going to bed early on a Saturday night fit in with his normal POL? Your
suspect can tell someone that he’s the superior of Harry, but does that fit with your knowledge of
the network? Or is your suspect likely subordinate to Harry and is lying for personal gain? Another
consideration when evaluating various forms of SI is the use of pro-words in place of everyday
vernacular. Pro-words are often used during communication in an effort to conceal criminal activity.
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Geographic
Intelligence (GI)

geographies in which these subjects operate.
network. For example, being able to map the geographic perimeter of a network’s members
a geographic area is experiencing increased gun violence. When this data is combined with other
powerful.

Network
It also provides an invaluable tool for explaining the hierarchy of a network to a prosecutor when

injuries, or deaths and many other factors. It’s also easier to move nodes around on a screen with

Once you have diagrammed your network, you can determine where to target in order to disable
the network.

•
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• Do you have enough information on individuals that, if arrested, would disable or disrupt the
organization?
• If you need more information to arrest a suspect, who within the organization has the PAMSSA
to provide it to you?
• Once an arrest happens within an organization most phones are changed immediately, along
with POL. Is this arrest worth that disruption? Carefully consider this, as you will have to discover
phones - and likely social media accounts - all over again.
Once you have answered these questions and decided who you will target, you need to figure out
how to physically locate them.
• They are humans like you; they have habits and POL that can be exploited.
• Pay attention to social media. If a large part of a suspect’s POL is seeing a girlfriend but the suspect
posts about a break up, you need to adjust and realize the suspect’s POL will be changing.
• Should you target them when they are with other organization members and risk more disruption
for more possible arrests? Weigh the benefits and risks of this approach.
When your suspect is arrested, have the most up-to-date information and all available background
ready. You can predict, but never fully know, who your suspect will be with when detained. If you
have the intelligence/evidence to bring in other associates, be ready to provide that should your
suspect be with other organization members.
Once arrested your suspect can become a source of HI. It is vital to gain the cooperation of an arrestee
early if they are to provide reliable information pertinent to the ongoing investigation. Do not let this
opportunity pass! Do not simply let the suspect be charged for their crimes and processed, when you
could be using their knowledge to further disrupt or disable their criminal network. Analysts should
be involved in every step of the interrogation process, especially the interrogation of the suspect.
Asking someone “what bad guy stuff have you been doing?” will not typically result in valuable
intelligence, which is why the analyst should provide targeted questions the suspect is likely to know
based on their position within the network.
• Before an interrogation, fully exploit any phones or laptops.
• Arm the interrogator with all background information and this specific suspect’s PAMSSA. If you’re
going after the John Smith smuggling ring and you arrested a corner drug dealer, don’t ask questions
about John Smith himself. One of the biggest mistakes made in interrogation is asking about things
of which the suspect has no knowledge. This informs the suspect that you are missing intelligence,
and the suspect is less likely to provide information because they will believe you do not know the
extent of their crimes and cannot charge them.
• Vet information as it comes out of the suspect. Don’t let the suspect go for multiple interrogations
with a fake story and then read the reports later.
• Keep in mind that arrested suspects will likely lie and will only provide you information if
they believe that it serves their own best interests. If you have contradictory intelligence
such as an SI report indicating Harry is superior to your suspect, but your suspect claims Harry is
subordinate to him, weigh that information. Harry or the suspect could be lying in order to seem
more, or less, important.
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Now you have brand new information to run through your evaluation process. Use this new
information to update your network chart and start the targeting process all over again.
• Usually the arrest of your suspect results in a multi-INT dump. Make sure to look at everything.
Do not lean too much on one source because no source of criminal activity is infallible.
• Pay attention to reflections throughout the organization. If you think you caught a corner drug
dealer but the network is talking about the capture of someone of importance, do not default to
believing what you have outlined in your network chart. Building a network chart isn’t a science,
and you could have misplaced your suspect in your network analysis.
• Always have your eye on the next step to realizing your goal of disabling this network. How does
the intelligence from this capture fit, or not fit, with your current picture?
• Approach analysis as a scientist. Be objective and evaluate every piece of intelligence. Do not let the
intelligence fit into your picture of the network, but rather change your picture as new intelligence
comes in.

Software Technology
Can Be The Key

Using data analysis software to support the intelligence analysis process can be incredibly helpful.
Software such as DataWalk can make it far easier to:
• Organize data and “connect the dots” across many different data sources, including external
databases
• Efficiently, effectively generate insights and intelligence from even large sets of diverse data
• Create and maintain network diagrams (e.g., link charts)
• Analyze the geospatial relationship of people and activities within the network.
• Do exclusionary searches, such as looking at all financial transactions for a network but filtering out
anything under $10,000.
• Visually see outliers in information (e.g., you can easily search for all people your suspect contacted
more than 50 times in the last week, etc.)
• Effectively share and disseminate information. Dissemination is a large part of what an analyst
does, so you need to be able to effectively communicate all the evidence against the suspect to
many others.
Always remember the nature of the people you are chasing, keep your network chart updated and
bring to work each day a clear goal of disabling that network.
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